
Applications

Large format graphics

Multiple color overlays

Features

Medium tack adhesive

Easy unwind

Removes easily after application

Exceptional lay flat and clarity

Low adhesion growth

Benefits

Easy to handle in the shop or on the 

job

Resists tunneling and edge curl on 

the liner

Longer shelf life on ready-to-apply 

graphics

Lower tack makes handling big jobs easier.

You don’t need to struggle with a high tack tape when you tackle large format graphics. For 

these big jobs you just need a softer touch and a lower tack. 

In the shop, Clear Choice® AT60n laminates easily with fewer wrinkles and bubbles. Thanks 

to its medium tack adhesive. AT60n is easy to handle and helps reduce material loss and 

rework. Even if the adhesive side of the film accidentally folds onto itself. AT60n pulls apart 

easily without adhesive delamination.

Excellent facestock clarity helps installers precisely align multiple graphics overlays and the 

rigid polypropylene face material prevents stretching even when performing hot weather 

applications.

With its forgiving adhesive system, AT60n makes handling and applying large graphics less 

challenging. From vehicles, to windows to walls, RTape’s Clear Choice® AT60n makes your 

large format jobs easier and more profitable.
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When applying large graphics, AT60n is the clear choice. Its medium tack, easy 

handling adhesive makes AT60n ideal for transferring large lettering and protecting 

large digital prints.

As a protective mask, AT60n protects high cost, wide format prints while allowing 

for quality inspection. On the job, the exceptional clarity of the facestock allows for 

precise registration during installation.

With rigid polypropylene film face stock, AT60n resists stretching to prevent 

misalignment during tough installs on the vehicles or buildings. Plus, the forgiving 

adhesive can save the day during installation. Even  when adhesive touches adhesive, 

AT60n pulls apart easily saving critical time and material.

AT60n is part of RTape’s Clear Choice® family of film application tapes, and is 

complemented by AT75 and AT65 clear film tapes. AT75 features a high tack 

adhesive with bubble preventing embossing ideal for textured films and fine 

lettering. For maximum versatility, RTape’s NEW high tack AT65 is the go-to choice for 

exceptional performance across the widest array of applications.

For more information on AT60n, or any of our products, distributors, samples or 

services, visit rtape.com or contact us at sales@rtape.com.

FILM APPLICATION TAPE AT60n

Medium Tack: AT60n is specifically 

designed to transfer large format 

graphics, such as fleet graphics, wall 

murals and window graphics.

Water Resistant: The unique 

polymerization process of the 

acrylic adhesive ensures a water 

resistant application tape.

Clarity: The transparency of the 

AT60n aids precise registration.

Easy Handling: The rigidity of the 

polypropylene film minimizes 

misalignment of application for  

easier installation.

Static Control: The superior 

adhesive reduces static charges for 

easier lamination.

Clear Choice AT60n
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